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Abstract

BASE jumping is an extreme sport, where participants parachute from fixed objects and deploy a parachute to land safely. According to the current injury and fatality statistics, it is regarded as the most dangerous sport in the world. The level of danger suggests that participants have to negotiate strong emotional experiences in the sport. The aim of this study is to explore the emotions that BASE jumpers experience and determine what role and impact these emotions may play for participants. Twenty male BASE jumpers with at least 10 jumps and 3 months of participation in the sport were interviewed for the study. Qualitative (thematic) analysis was undertaken to analyse the BASE jumping experience. Participants reported intense emotional experiences that predominantly emerged as fear, flow and thrill states. A number of threats associated with these emotions were identified. The experience of fear may become normalised, whilst flow and thrill may lead to an escalation of risk taking in the pursuit of the rush experience. Conflicting feelings create emotional dissonance which also influences coping styles and rationalisation strategies. This may impact risk taking behaviour, judgement and decision making. Outcomes from the study may enhance greater knowledge of psychological processes that impact risk and safety behaviours in the sport.
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Definitions

Aerials: Gymnastic manoeuvres, such as forward and back loops, that BASE jumpers carry out in freefall.

BASE: An extreme sport where participants use a parachute to descend from fixed objects.


Exit point: The point on a fixed object from which participants start the jump.

Gear fear: Anxiety about not packing correctly and that the parachute may malfunction on opening.

Object strike: A 180-degree parachute opening resulting in the jumper striking a fixed object.

Pilot-chute: A small parachute that is thrown out into the slipstream that pulls out and deploys the main parachute. Pilot-chutes have replaced old style rip-chord handles.

Tracking: A freefall body position that allows BASE jumpers to fly horizontally away from a fixed object while in freefall.

Wingsuiting: A garment of clothing worn by BASE jumpers, that makes them resemble a ‘flying squirrel’. It inflates with air in freefall and allows them to fly horizontally away from fixed objects.